
COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES 1 

Complete the sentences with the comparatives and superlatives of the adjectives in brackets. 

 

1 Do you think this summer will be _______________________________ (HOT) than usual? 

2 This is _______________________________ (EXCITING) book that I have ever read. 

3 Tom is _______________________________ (LAZY) person I know. 

4 Flying is _______________________________ (QUICK) way to travel. 

5 The camera you bought is _______________________________ (GOOD) than mine. 

6 His mother had three sons, and he was _______________________________ (YOUNG). 

7 Today was _______________________________ (BAD) day of my life. 

8 Mary is one of _______________________________ (PRETTY) women in Boston. 

9 You're _______________________________ (BEAUTIFUL) than I remember you. 

10 Women are on average physically _______________________________ (WEAK) than men. 

11 Jupiter is _______________________________ (BIG) planet in our solar system. 

12 This book is much _______________________________ (USEFUL) than that one. 

13 What do you think is _______________________________ (BUSY) airport in the world? 

14 Roger is only a few centimeters _______________________________ (TALL) than Jessica. 

15 This is probably _______________________________ (BORING) book in the world. 

16 The fog is getting _______________________________ (THICK). 

17 This is _______________________________ (CHEAP) shop in the town. 

18 That was _______________________________ (SCARY) movie I've ever seen. 

19 Fred's bedroom is _______________________________ (CLEAN) than mine. 

20 John is _______________________________ (SHORT) than all of his friends. 

21 January is usually _______________________________ (COLD) month. 

22 Life was so much _______________________________ (SIMPLE) before all that happened. 

23 This is _______________________________ (COMFORTABLE) chair in our house. 

24 Oranges are _______________________________ (SWEET) than lemons. 

25 The Earth is _______________________________ (SMALL) than the Sun. 

26 Susan is _______________________________ (CUTE) girl in town.  

27 Jack's parents are much _______________________________ (STRICT) than Kate's parents. 

28 Mosquitoes are perhaps one of _______________________________ (DANGEROUS) animals in the world. 

29 What's your _______________________________ (DARK) secret? 

30 Who do you think is _______________________________ (SMART) kid in your class? 
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